
 

 
 

    

    

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

      
 
 
        

Proctor Silex® Simply-CrispTM Air Fryer Toaster Oven 

 
 

 

The Proctor Silex Simply-Crisp Air Fryer Toaster Oven 
combines Simply-Crisp air frying functionality with the 
versatility of a classic toaster oven. You get the even 
crisping and browning of air frying right on your countertop, 
along with the ability to bake, broil and toast. Using little to 
no oil, the Simply-Crisp function turns fresh or frozen 
French fries, chicken wings, steaks, fish, vegetables and 
more into crispy deliciousness that you and your family will 
love.  
 
Powerful Air Circulation for Evenly Browned Food with 
Little to No Oil – The Simply-Crisp air fry convection 
function* circulates air around food as it cooks, creating 
crispy and delicious fries, chicken wings, steaks, fish, 
vegetables, and more. 
 
4 Versatile Cooking Options – You get the convenience 
and ease of crispy air frying* along with all the classic 
toaster oven functions you love: bake, broil and toast. 
 
Plenty of Cooking Space – This toaster oven has plenty 
of room for everything you love, from 6 slices of bread to a 
12" pizza, a whole 5 lb. chicken, or a 9" x 11" bake pan. 
Three rack positions provide flexibility to fit a variety of 
food. 
 
Includes Mesh Basket – The air fryer oven comes with 
everything needed to air fry,* bake, broil and toast, plus a 
slide-out crumb tray. Mesh basket fits in the upper or 
middle oven rack position with bake pan below to catch 
drippings. 
 
Excellent Cooking Performance – Quality heating 
elements provide precise temperatures from 150°F to 
450°F and even cooking without hot spots. The air fryer 
oven combo is easy to use and has a 30-minute timer, Stay 
On function, ready bell and auto shutoff. 
 
*Air fry feature may require more cooking time than standalone air fryers.  

 

 

DETAILS 

 
Proctor Silex® Simply-CrispTM Air Fryer 

Toaster Oven 
 

Model: 31275 

 

MSRP: $69.99 
 

Availability: Now 
 
 

Media Contact: Mary Beth Brault   I   804-878-6272   I   marybeth.brault@hamiltonbeach.com 


